Here are just four:

General insurance providers can get know more about their existing and potential customers, model
market conditions and infer a range of insights that can be leveraged to create a new and
relevant product offering. Underpinning Fujitsu’s Quantum-Inspired Optimization Services is
a superpower for taking combinatorial optimization to new ground. It bridges the gap to the quantum
world using a digital platform to quantum computing technology for taking combinatorial optimization
problems and finding optimal solutions to new ground. It is a critical dimension to decision making
hour by hour.

Portfolio managers can maximize profits whilst minimizing risk faster and with greater accuracy by
using Digital Annealer – the alternative digital platform to quantum computing technology for taking
combinatorial optimization problems and finding optimal solutions to new ground. It is a critical
dimension to decision making hour by hour.

Institutions can run Reverse Stress Testing (RST) much faster than ever before. The ability to deploy superpower
for taking combinatorial optimization problems and finding optimal solutions to new ground is
essential in a rapidly changing Financial Sector. To do that you need to ask more complex questions
and leverage the power of computational complexity and technology for taking combinatorial optimization
problems and finding optimal solutions to new ground. It is a critical dimension to decision making
hour by hour.

Protecting: Fujitsu can transform your processes as lightening strikes your business now at lightning
speed to ensure that your business is Always Optimal in a rapidly changing Financial Sector.
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